IN THE WINGS

Wednesday, March 16, 8:00 p.m.
University of Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Aik Khai Pung, music director and conductor
“Russian Night”
Tchaikovsky: Waltz from Sleeping Beauty
Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 2, soloist Haeri Suh
Prokofiev: Lieutenant Kijé Suite

Location: Corbett Auditorium
Admission: Free

——

Friday, March 18, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 19, 2:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, March 20, 2:30 p.m.
CCM Preparatory Department
The Last Dragon of Camelot
Book and lyrics by Alyn Cardarelli
Music by Steve Goers
Dee Anne Bryll, director
Rebecca Childs, musical director
Jonn Baca, fight choreographer

Along the countryside an evil dragon has returned to wreak revenge upon the king who banished him. As knights lie helpless before this beast, one woman is determined to show she has the intelligence, strength and courage to save them all. This show was originally produced in Chicago at the Emerald City Theatre. This production will be the premiere of this adaptation by Alyn Cardarelli and Steve Goers.

Location: Corbett Auditorium
Tickets: $10 general admission, $8 students. Tickets go on sale to the general public at noon on Monday, Feb. 7.

Sponsored in part by ArtsWave

——

CCM PHILHARMONIA

“Commemorating the 100th Anniversary of Gustav Mahler’s Death”

MARK GIBSON
music director and conductor

Friday, March 11, 2011
Corbett Auditorium
8:00 p.m.

——

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors.
A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.
PROGRAM

Overture to La Clemenza di Tito,  Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart  
K. 621 (1791)  
Chia-Hsuan Lin, conductor

Symphony No. 6 in A Minor (“Tragic”) (1906)  
Gustav Mahler  
(Neue Kritische Gesamtausgabe, 2010)  
(1860–1911)

I. Allegro energico
II. Scherzo – Wuchtig
III. Andante moderato
IV. Finale – Allegro moderato

Violin I
Gao Can, guest concertmaster  
Yabing Tan, assistant concertmaster
Scott Jackson  
Kyung Woo Kwon  
Sophia Arriaga  
Stephen Nordstrom  
Jennifer Yarbrough  
Lu Li  
Xiao Feng  
Kate Goldstein  
Yu-Lin Liu  
Sook Young Kim  
Jumi Lee  
Yi-An Chen  
Gi Yeon Koh  
Kara Nam

Violin II
Chang Ji, principal  
Abby Oliver, assistant principal
Dan Wang  
Yein Jin  
Jae Eun Lee  
Qiao Yu  
So Hyun Bak  
Boa Park  
Wooram Kwon  
Ying Zhang  
Ji Young Lee  
Woonhwa Jung  
Sooji Kim  
Steffani Kitayama  
Hyejin Lee  
Lucy Lewis

Viola
Keita Tanaka, principal  
Johnna Stigall, assistant principal
Rose Reidmiller  
Akiko Haga  
Leah Reiter  
Stephen Goist  
Kevin Nordstrom  
Megan Scharff  
Melissa Tschamler  
Natasha Simmons  
Claire Whitcomb  
Erin Rafferty  
Karoline Leal  
Qin Li  
Jeongeun Kim  
Cara Simpson  
Joyce Chan  
Christopher Lape

Cello
Micah Fusselman, principal  
Jonathan Hodges, assistant principal
Tim Kwan  
Yi-Ching Lee  
Carmine Miranda  
Sun Haeng Lee  
Christoph Sassmannshaus  
Chiao-Hsuan Kang  
Mi Yeon Yun  
Sarah Donahue  
Pu Chen  
Soo Won Choi

Double Bass
Changin Son, principal  
Bryan Andrews, assistant principal
Kyle Elkins  
Richard Young  
Jonathan Boyer  
Andrew Williams  
Ian Murdoch  
Maurice Todd

Flute
Brittany Foster  
Youngki Lee  
Xin Peng  
Hannah Peterson  
Shauna Thompson

Piccolo
Xin Peng  
Hannah Peterson

Oboe
Caroline Cross  
Yoon Kyung Lee  
Alexander Pons  
Natalie Wren

English Horn
Cedric Knox  
Natalie Wren

Clarinet
Matthew Dykeman  
Erin Fung  
Benjamin Haeser  
James Pytko  
Allison Schafernak

Bass Trombone
Mark Kleine

Bassoon
Marko Bajzer  
Joseph Grimmer  
Ronn Hall  
Josh Wang  

Contrabassoon
Ronn Hall

Horn
Eric Damasheke  
Aaron Bartos  
Tyler Bjerke  
Robert Fant  
Stephanie Freeman  
Rachel Hockenberry  
Jeremy Moon

Trumpet
Joel Baroody  
Adrienne Doctor  
Robby Moser  
Barret Newman  
Kenny Piatt  
Kyle Ruth

Trombone
Tyler Castrucci  
Jacob Elkin  
Katie Thippen  

Bass Trombone
Adam Stokes

Tuba
Yukiwada Onitsuka

Harp
Mahleah Eubanks  
James Predovich

Celesta
Chiao-Hsuan Lin

Timpani
Mike Luneke  
Jacob Gibson

Percussion
Jacob Gibson  
Timothy Hampton  
Michael Launius  
Tyler Niemeyer  
Colin Ryan

Librarian
Desiree Miller

Graduate Assistants
Junghyun Cho  
Grant Gilman  
Huan Jing  
Chiao-Hsuan Lin  
Aik Khai Pung  
Teren Shaffer  
Chao-Wen Ting

* Principal, Mozart  
^ Principal, Mahler